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1. Open Resources U. Greek In a Day - Course Outline.

3. ALL students who complete the course will receive a Certificate of Completion by email once all the homework is
   turned in.

4. Have to completed the 32. Course Evaluation request?   Yes          No

5. Would you like to earn the 'Greek in a Day' Diploma?    Yes          No

6.  Please save your homework and email it to your instructor no later than 2 days before the next class.
When you save it - please use the following format: [YOURNAME-Homework Week 12]

Unless you opt for the 'Greek in a Day' Diploma, this is the final homework you will be turning in. 
Thank you for your commitment to learning and to taking this incredible journey with me.
I trust you got out of it what you hoped for, and that it will build into your life the depth and confidence that it can.

Are there any other comments you would like to make?

   Those who would like an upgrade to a Diploma from Greek in a Day, please go to Resources 33. Student Extra
   Evaluation - Graduation - and complete the 'Open Book' exam. You may use all the resources at your disposal, 
   including the Instructor's notes, the slides and any other resources you can garner from the web. The Diploma simply
   requires you do an additional verse Translation and a Word Study exercise - and you have two weeks to do it from day of
   Lesson 12.

Congratulations - you have completed a course that most folks never will, and opened doors for yourself that others will never 
enjoy. I cannot tell you how excited I am for you, and for the wonderful road that lies ahead of you. I am so proud of those who made 
it to the end because I know the road is tough and the material to get through is not easy. Well done!

Homework - Week 12

Answer each of the following question in your own words - please do not simply copy and paste from the Instructor's notes.

2. Open Resources 32. Course Evaluation. Please be so kind as to fill in an honest evaluation - and then email your
     response to me. Thank you.

Go through the chapter headings and topic breakdown, is there anything there you need some extra help with?
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